
Activity Guide



 
Whatever you do, don’t let The Pigeon star in his own
musical production! Because it’s not easy being The

Pigeon – you never get to do ANYTHING! But when the
Bus Driver has a crisis that threatens to make her
passengers (gasp!) late, maybe that wily bird CAN do

something. Starring an innovative mix of actors,
puppets, songs and feathers, Don’t Let The Pigeon Drive
The Bus! (The Musical) is sure to get everyone’s wings

flapping.

ABOUT THE SHOW!

Based on the Pigeon books
by Mo Willems

Script by Mo Willems and
Tom Warburton

Lyrics by Mo Willems, Music
by Deborah Wicks La Puma



PIGEON, TEENAGER BUS DRIVER, PUPPY

WHO'S WHO!

LEAH SANGINITI (she/her) AMANDA NGUYEN (she/her)

DUCKLING, OLD LADY, BUS PUPPET BUSINESS PERSON, HOT DOG VENDOR, 
              CITY WORKER 

AMBER DICKERSON (she/her) AUSTINE DE LOS SANTOS (they/them)



Read the Pigeon book series by Mo Willems

READ THE BOOKS!

Before the Show



Mo Willems, a number one New York Times best-
selling author and illustrator, has been awarded a

Caldecott Honor on three occasions (for Don’t Let the
Pigeon Drive the Bus!, Knuffle Bunny: A Cautionary Tale,
and Knuffle Bunny Too: A Case of Mistaken Identity).

Don’t Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus! was also an
inaugural inductee into the Indies Choice Picture Book
Hall of Fame. Mo's celebrated Elephant & Piggie early
reader series has been awarded two Theodor Seuss
Geisel Medals (for There Is a Bird on Your Head! and

Are You Ready to Play Outside?) and five Geisel
Honors (for We Are in a Book!, I Broke My Trunk!,
Let’s Go for a Drive!, A Big Guy Took My Ball!, and

Waiting Is Not Easy!). In 2019, the Kennedy Center in
Washington, DC named Mo the first-ever Education

Artist-in-Residence. Mo began his career as a writer
and animator on Sesame Street, where he garnered six

Emmy Awards.

GET TO KNOW THE AUTHOR!

QUESTIONS TO PONDER!

 In the musical, Don't Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus, Pigeon wants to do a lot of things
that he isn't allowed to do. He tries SO many different tactics to get his way. Is
there anything that you have REALLY wanted to do but you weren't allowed? What
tactics did you use? Did you get your way?
 Do you think the Pigeon should be allowed to drive the bus? 
 What are some things that you think Pigeon WOULD be allowed to do?
How do you think Pigeon's story will be told on stage? Can you predict
how the show will be different from the book? 

 
1.

2.
3.
4.



PIGEON FACTS!

 A homing pigeons is a special breed of pigeons that
have been domesticated by humans. 
Homing pigeons are able to find their way home after
flying very long distances.
Homing pigeons are called carrier pigeons when they
are used to carry messages that were written on thin
paper rolled into a small tube. The message was then
tied onto the pigeon's leg with a small thin band. 
Carrier pigeons could deliver messages within one day. 
One-way carrier pigeons were used to send urgent
messages and updates during both World Wars. 
The longest homing pigeon flight ever recorded was
7,200 miles, from Arras, France, to Saigon, Vietnam in
1931. The flight took 24 days.

 



 What happened in the story on stage? What
was your favorite part of the story? Why?
 Who was your favorite character? Why?
 What will you remember most a week from
now? 
 How was the musical different from the book,
and why do you think it was different? 
Pigeon couldn't drive the bus because he didn't
know the rules of the road. What might have
happened if Pigeon had driven the bus? Are there
any rules at home that are really important for
you to follow? What would happen if you didn't
follow it? 
 What did The Pigeon learn about himself by the
end of the story?
 Responsibility is a big theme in the musical. How
did Pigeon learn to be responsible? How are you
responsible? Has there ever been a time when
you were not responsible? 

 
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

After the Show

QUESTIONS TO PONDER!



DRAW A PIGEON!

Activity from Hyperion Books for Children.



PIGEON MAZE!

Activity from Hyperion Books for Children.



MAKE YOUR OWN PUPPET!

Activity from Hyperion Books for Children.



Activity from Hyperion Books for Children.

MAKE YOUR OWN PUPPET!



WRITE A PIGEON SEQUEL!

DON'T LET THE PIGEON......



DUCK, DUCK, PIGEON!
Remember Duck, Duck, Goose? This is Duck, Duck, Pigeon!

 
HOW TO PLAY:

Gather your pod and sit in a circle facing one another. One person goes
around the circle, tapping the others gently on the head and saying “Duck.”

 
When the tapper says “Pigeon,” the person whose head was just touched

jumps up and chases the tapper around the circle.
If the tapper can get all the way back to the pigeon’s spot without getting

tagged by the pigeon, the pigeon becomes the new tapper and the game
continues. But if the pigeon catches the tapper, the tapper continues their

walk around the circle for a new round.

PIGEON GAMES!

Game from Hyperion Books for Children.

PIGEON SAYS!
 

HOW TO PLAY:
A fun take on the game Simon
Says! Choose a leader to act
as “Pigeon.” They will call out
a series of commands the
others must follow. The

others must do any
commandment that begins
with “Pigeon says.” But if a

person performs a task that
doesn’t begin with “Pigeon
says,” they are out of the

game! Continue until you have
one player left.

ACT IT OUT!
 

HOW TO PLAY:
 

Act out your favorite scenes
from the musical! What is a
problem that Pigeon and his

friends have in this play? How
do they solve the problem? 
 Recreate one of the scenes

and act it out. Think about all
of Pigeons big emotions and
feelings when you act it out!

 

Game from Hyperion Books for Children.



THANK YOU!


